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Atomic nuclei are one of the most complex1

quantum-mechanical systems in nature. Their2

structure and properties are determined by the3

many-body interactions among their constituent4

nucleons (protons and neutrons). While exact5

calculations of these are highly challenging, they6

are fundamental for our understanding of phe-7

nomena such as astrophysical element produc-8

tion. Physicists thus often model nuclei using9

divide-and-conquer algorithms that split nuclear10

interactions into three main domains [1]: Be-11

low the nuclear Fermi momentum, nucleons are12

well modeled as independent particles moving in13

an average mean field [2–4]; above it, they are14

predominantly part of strongly interacting short-15

range correlated pairs [5–7]; in between these do-16

mains - near the Fermi level - independent parti-17

cles, short-range correlated pairs, and low-energy18

many-body nucleon correlations all contribute [1].19

Quantifying this transition region is an outstand-20

ing challenge. Here we show a new kind of scal-21

ing in the electron-scattering cross section ratio22

of nuclei relative to deuterium, and map its on-23

set as a function of the initial momentum of the24

struck proton. We find good agreement with in-25

dependent particle calculations up to almost the26

Fermi momentum (∼220 MeV/c) and correlated-27

pair dominance above 300 MeV/c. Our data sup-28

port the use of the divide-and-conquer approach29

to factorize the many-body nuclear wave function30

into three momentum domains: below, near, and31

above the Fermi level [6, 8–10]. This factoriza-32

tion, in turn, can allow the construction of pre-33

cise effective nuclear wave functions and spectral34

functions that can improve our understanding of35

the fundamental structure of matter [11, 12], and36

neutrino-nucleus interactions for precision neu-37

trino oscillation measurements [13].38

Traditional models of nuclei simplify the calculation39

of nuclear wave functions by averaging over the effects40

of the individual nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions to41

determine effective single-nucleon mean-field potentials.42

These models give rise to nuclear shell-model states, e.g.43

s-, p-, d-, ... shells. The typical nucleon momenta in each44

shell is smaller than the nuclear Fermi momentum (kF ).45

Full shell-model calculations improve on this by intro-46

ducing an additional momentum regime that accounts47

for effective low-energy, many-body, long-ranged correla-48

tions around kF , such as pairing and particle-vibration49

coupling [1].50

While successfully modeling the long-range structure51

of nuclei, the shell model does not describe the ex-52

plicit effects of short-range correlated (SRC) nucleon53

pairs. These arise when two nucleons get so close to54

each other that the short-range NN interaction becomes55

much larger than the effective long-ranged nuclear mean56

field [5–7, 14]. Nucleons in SRC pairs have high (greater57

than kF ) relative momentum. Their formation depletes58

the occupancy of shell-model states and introduces a59

high-momentum “tail” (k > kF ) to the nuclear momen-60

tum distribution that can account for up to 20% of the61

nucleons in the nucleus [6, 7, 14–16]. Since the short-62

range NN interaction is nucleus-independent, the prop-63

erties of SRC pairs are universal, i.e., largely the same64

for all nuclei [6, 10].65

A complete high-resolution microscopic description of66

atomic nuclei should therefore go beyond the long-ranged67

nuclear shell model and also account for the explicit68
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effects of short-range correlations. Effective theoreti-69

cal models of nuclei can do this by combining nucleus-70

dependent shell-model momentum distributions with the71

universal properties of SRC pairs [6, 17–19]. Such mod-72

els describe well the high- and low-momentum regimes73

(and the equivalent short- and long-ranged regimes) of74

the many-body nuclear distribution [10, 20]. However,75

the transition region between the two regimes is still not76

well understood, which limits our ability to fully describe77

the nucleus.78

Here, we mapped the mean-field to SRC transition us-79

ing new measurements of high-energy electron scatter-80

ing, where we detect the knocked-out proton in addi-81

tion to the scattered electron. For the first time, we ob-82

served scaling over a broad kinematical range in the cross83

section ratios of nuclei from carbon to lead relative to84

deuterium. By accounting for the single-nucleon mean-85

field contributions to this ratio, we isolated the SRC re-86

sponse function and observed a narrow mean-field to SRC87

transition region, centered slightly above kF . The nar-88

rowness of this transition constrains the contribution of89

many-body long-range correlations and enables the effec-90

tive high-resolution description of nuclei using nucleus-91

dependent low-energy models supplemented by universal92

high-momentum SRCs.93

Our experiment ran at the Thomas Jefferson National94

Accelerator Facility. It used a 5.01 GeV electron beam95

incident on a target system consisting of a deuterium96

cell followed by an interchangeable solid foil of carbon97

(C), aluminum (Al), iron (Fe), or lead (Pb) [21]. Scat-98

tered electrons and knocked-out protons were identified99

and measured using the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spec-100

trometer (CLAS) [22] (see Methods for details).101

In high-energy scattering, the electron transfers a sin-102

gle virtual photon to the nucleus with momentum ~q and103

energy ω. In the high-resolution quasielastic (QE) reac-104

tion picture, the virtual photon is absorbed by a single105

nucleon, which gets knocked-out of the nucleus with mo-106

mentum ~pp. By measuring both the scattered electron107

and knocked-out proton, i.e. the (e, e′p) reaction, we can108

determine the missing momentum ~pmiss = ~pp − ~q.109

If the knocked-out nucleon does not re-interact as it110

leaves the nucleus, ~pmiss is equal to the initial momen-111

tum of that nucleon. Thus we expect the reaction to112

be sensitive to mean-field nucleons at low-pmiss and to113

SRCs at high-pmiss [23]. In the SRC dominated region,114

the cross section ratio for any two nuclei should be con-115

stant (i.e., independent of pmiss) and equal to the rela-116

tive number of high-momentum nucleons in the two nu-117

clei [6, 7, 15, 17, 24–26]. Thus, by measuring the (e, e′p)118

cross section ratio for nuclei relative to deuterium for119

different minimum pmiss, we can establish the onset of120

scaling that corresponds to SRC pair dominance in the121

nuclear momentum distribution.122

To study this, we measured the (e, e′p) reaction in con-123

ditions sensitive to the knockout of protons from SRC124
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Fig. 1. | Cross section scaling for nuclei from carbon
to lead. Measured semi-exclusive (e, e′p) per nucleon cross
section ratios for carbon (a), aluminum (b), iron (c) and lead
(d) relative to deuterium shown as function of xB and for
350 ≤ pmiss ≤ 600 MeV/c. Open squares are the previously
measured inclusive (e, e′) per nucleon cross section ratios of
Ref. [26]. The horizontal lines show the average (e, e′) cross
section ratio for 1.45 ≤ xB ≤ 1.8 [26]. Error bars show the
data uncertainty (statistical plus point-to-point systematical)
at the 1σ or 68% confidence level. Overall (e, e′p) systematic
uncertainties of 10% (C) to 15% (Pb) are not shown.

pairs. We required four-momentum transfer squared125

Q2 = ~q 2 − ω2 ≥ 1.5 (GeV/c)2 and 350 ≤ pmiss ≤ 600126

MeV/c to resolve single nucleons in SRC pairs, and re-127

quired that the proton be emitted within 25◦ of the mo-128

mentum transfer, to ensure that the measured proton was129

the nucleon that absorbed the virtual photon [27, 28].130

We then suppressed inelastic (non-QE) scattering131

events using Mmiss, the missing mass for (e, e′p) scat-132

tering from a two-nucleon pair at rest, and θ~pmiss,~q, the133

angle between ~pmiss and ~q. The θ~pmiss,~q distribution had134

two maxima, corresponding to QE and non-QE scatter-135

ing. In non-QE reactions the momentum transferred to136

undetected particles (e.g., pions) shifts the direction of137

~pmiss and increases θ~pmiss,~q. Unlike the Mmiss distribu-138

tion, the θ~pmiss,~q distribution was well fitted with two139

Gaussians. We required 0.8 ≤ Mmiss ≤ m + mπ = 1.08140

GeV/c2 (where mπ is the pion mass) and for each bin141

in xB , selected events in the θ~pmiss,~q QE peak. See Ex-142

tended Data Figs. 1 and 2 and Methods for details.143

We confirmed our identification of scattering from pro-144

tons in SRC pairs by comparing the measured width of145

the Mmiss peak with that calculated using the Gener-146

alized Contact Formalism (GCF) [10, 20, 28–31], which147

assumes electron scattering from nucleons in SRC pairs.148

The calculation accounted for the CLAS detector ac-149

ceptance and resolution and our event selection criteria.150

The data and calculation agree well. See Extended Data151

Fig. 3 and Methods for details.152

Using the selected event samples, we extracted the153

(e, e′p) cross section ratios for scattering off the solid154
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Fig. 2. | Scaling development in carbon to deuterium
(e, e′p) cross section ratios. The per-nucleon cross section
ratios for carbon to deuterium as a function of xB . Full sym-
bols with different colors stand for different lower limits of the
missing momentum integration. The upper missing momen-
tum limit is fixed at 600 MeV/c. The colored bands mark the
statistical plus point-to-point systematical uncertainty of the
data at the ±1σ or 68% confidence level. Overall systematic
uncertainties of 10% are not shown. Open squares are the
previously measured inclusive (e, e′) per nucleon cross section
ratios of Ref. [26]. The horizontal line shows the average (e, e′)
cross section ratio for 1.45 ≤ xB ≤ 1.8 [26].

targets relative to deuterium. We first divided the ra-155

tio of the measured numbers of events for a given target156

to deuterium with the ratio of the experimentally deter-157

mined integrated luminosities to obtain the normalized-158

yield ratios. We then determined the cross section ratios159

by correcting the normalized-yield ratios for attenuation160

of the outgoing protons as they traverse the different nu-161

clei, and for other experimental effects. These include162

electron radiation effects and the small difference in the163

CLAS acceptance for detecting particles emitted from164

the deuterium and the solid targets. Acceptance effects165

were calculated using the CLAS detector simulation [32]166

and an electron scattering reaction event generator based167

on the GCF as applied in previous studies [28, 30] (see168

Methods for details).169

Figure 1 shows the per nucleon (e, e′p) cross section170

ratios for 350 ≤ pmiss ≤ 600 MeV/c for carbon, alu-171

minum, iron, and lead relative to deuterium as a function172

of the Bjorken scaling variable xB = Q2/2mω (where m173

is the nucleon mass). The (e, e′p) ratios scale (i.e., are174

constant) for all four nuclei over the entire measured xB175

range. This implies that the reaction is probing similar176

nuclear configurations in the measured nuclei and deu-177

terium. As the deuteron is a simple correlated two-body178

system, we interpret this high missing-momentum scal-179

ing as observation of deuteron-like SRC pairs in nuclei.180

The cross section ratio thus measures their relative abun-181

dance.182

This interpretation is supported by the consistency be-183

tween our measured (e, e′p) cross section ratios and pre-184

viously measured inclusive (e, e′) scattering cross section185

ratios at similar Q2 and xB ≥ 1.5 [15, 17, 24–26]. As the186

inclusive scaling onset at xB ≈ 1.5 has been attributed to187

scattering off nucleons with momenta greater than ∼ 275188

MeV/c [15], it is also associated with scattering off nu-189

cleons in deuteron-like SRC pairs [17, 26] (see Methods190

for details). Proton detection extends the (e, e′p) cross191

section ratio plateau down to xB = 0.7, providing a new192

tool to study the transition to SRC dominance in nuclei.193

To this end, we examined how this scaling depends194

on the minimum pmiss. Figure 2 shows the per nucleon195

(e, e′p) cross section ratios for carbon relative to deu-196

terium as a function of xB for different minimum pmiss.197

The curve for pminmiss = 0 agrees reasonably well with the198

inclusive data of Schmookler et al. [26], with a minimum199

at xB ≈ 1 and a plateau for xB ≥ 1.5. As pminmiss increases,200

this minimum fills in. For pminmiss ≥ 200 MeV/c, it is com-201

pletely filled in and the (e, e′p) cross section ratio scales202

over the full measured xB range of 0.7 to 1.8. This indi-203

cates that short-range interactions become dominant at204

around kF ≈ 220 MeV/c, as expected. Results for other205

nuclei are shown in Extended Data Fig. 4.206

To better quantify this transition, we study the car-207

bon to deuterium (e, e′p) cross section ratio integrated208

over 0.7 ≤ xB ≤ 1.8 as a function of pmiss, as shown in209

Fig. 3(a) (and Extended Data Fig. 5 for other nuclei).210

The high-pmiss data are in excellent agreement with a211

GCF calculation whose parameters were fully determined212

by ab − initio many-body calculations [10]. This agree-213

ment further supports our identification of QE scattering214

events and the dominance of scattering from nucleons in215

SRC pairs at high-pmiss.216

The cross section ratio becomes flat starting at pmiss ≈217

250 MeV/c for all nuclei except lead. Lead also has218

a transition at pmiss ≈ 250 MeV/c, but the ratio does219

not then become completely flat, possibly because it has220

a much larger neutron-to-proton ratio and because its221

larger mass and size might increase the effects of final222

state interactions. This 250 MeV/c transition point is223

slightly larger than the extracted carbon Fermi momen-224

tum, kF = 220 MeV/c [33].225

We quantified the transition by subtracting the con-226

tribution of interactions with the mean-field nucleons in227

carbon from the total measured cross section ratio. We228

calculated this contribution using a factorized plane-wave229

impulse approximation with mean-field spectral func-230

tions extracted from Quantum Monte-Carlo (QMC) cal-231

culations of the overlap between the 12C and 11B+proton232

wave functions (see Methods for details). We added233

the contributions from the ground state and a range of234

11B excited states to include a wide range of mean-field,235

single-nucleon states. The ratio of this C(e, e′p) mean-236

field-only calculation to the calculated deuterium cross237

section agrees well with the measured cross section ra-238
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Fig. 3. | Mean field to SRC transition. (left) The per nucleon (e, e′p) cross section ratios for carbon to deuteron as
a function of pmiss, integrated over 0.7 ≤ xB ≤ 1.8. The filled blue circles show the data; the orange and green lines show
the ratios of the calculated cross sections for mean-field and SRC nucleons in carbon, respectively, divided by the calculated
deuterium cross section. Data error bars and the widths of the bands show their uncertainties (statistical plus point-to-point
systematical) at the 1σ or 68% confidence level. Overall data systematic uncertainties of 10% are not shown. (right) SRC
transition function (black squares) defined as the difference between the measured cross section ratios and the mean-field
calculation (labelled “Data - MF”). The dashed black line is the result of an Error function fit to the points and the solid
black line shows the same function with a narrower width after accounting for the effect of the CLAS detector resolution. The
orange region corresponds to the low-momentum mean-field region, the green region to the high-momentum SRC region, and
the hatched region between them shows the location and width of the transition region from 20% to 80% of the fit function.
The vertical dashed blue line indicates the carbon Fermi momentum of 220 MeV/c.

tios up to pmiss ≈ 180 MeV/c (see Fig. 3(a)).239

Unlike traditional effective mean-field calculations,240

here we first compute the fully correlated high-resolution241

nuclear wave function, and then extract from it the un-242

derlying single-nucleon states. Therefore, our carbon243

spectral function has fewer than six protons in its mean-244

field orbitals, due to single-nucleon strength lost to long-245

and short-ranged correlations. Its agreement with our246

low-pmiss data is an experimental confirmation of the247

QMC calculated integral correlation strength. Due to its248

complexity, this exact calculation is currently computa-249

tionally impractical for nuclei heavier than carbon.250

Next we subtracted the mean-field contribution (with251

its associated uncertainties) from the measured cross sec-252

tion ratio to isolate the contribution from non-mean-field253

protons. As seen in Fig. 3(b), the subtracted cross section254

ratio matches the profile of a transition function that is255

zero at low-pmiss, starts to grow around kF , and then sat-256

urates at high-pmiss. If the nucleus included only mean-257

field and SRC components, then the transition would be258

a step function. The existence of long-range correlations259

leads to a finite width.260

This is the first measurement of the width of the mean261

field to SRC transition. We quantified it by fitting the262

subtracted data to an Error function (erf). The fitted263

transition mean was obtained to be 274±3 MeV/c, which264

is significantly higher than the measured carbon Fermi265

momentum of 220 MeV/c [33]. The transition width was266

determined to be 65 ± 4 MeV/c. Subtracting the con-267

tribution of the CLAS resolution to the measured width268

results in an intrinsic width of 58± 4 MeV/c. The width269

of the transition indicates that the overlap region where270

both long-range and short-range dynamics contribute is271

narrow.272

Thus, the nuclear scaling measurements we present al-273

low isolating interactions with SRC pairs in a new kine-274

matical regime. By examining the scaling onset and ac-275

counting for the mean-field contributions to the data we276

identified a new transition function. This function de-277

scribes the transition from the mean-field to the SRC278

components of the nucleus. The narrow nature of the279

transition enables the use of scale-separated models for280

calculations of nuclear structure and reactions. This281

allows a high-resolution description of a wide range of282

heavy nuclei that are outside the reach of modern nu-283

merical ab-initio calculations.284
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Methods476

CLAS detector and particle identification. The477

CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) was478

based on a toroidal magnetic field and had six indepen-479

dent sectors separated by its magnet coils [22]. Each480

sector included three layers of drift chambers for charged481

particle momentum and charge determination, and time-482

of-flight scintillation counters, Cherenkov counters, and483

electromagnetic calorimeters for particle identification.484

The in-plane scattering angle coverage of the drift cham-485

bers and time-of-flight scintillation counters extended486

from about 8◦ to 140◦, while that of the Cherenkov coun-487

ters and electromagnetic calorimeters was more limited,488

extending from about 8◦ to 45◦. The six sectors collec-489

tively covered 50 − 80% of the out-of-plane angle (de-490

pending on the in-plane scattering angle).491

Electrons were distinguished from pions by their signal492

in the Cherenkov counters, as well as by a large energy493

deposition in the electromagnetic calorimeters relative to494

their momentum. Protons were identified by requiring495

that their time of flight, measured by the scintillation496

counters, was consistent to within two standard devi-497

ations of the timing measurement resolution, with the498

calculated time of flight based on the momentum recon-499

structed in the drift chambers. We applied separate fidu-500

cial cuts for electrons and protons to select momentum-501

dependent regions of CLAS where the detection efficiency502

was constant and close to 100%.503

We used a specialized dual target setup intended to en-504

able precise extractions of A/d cross section ratios [21].505

The target consisted of a 2-cm long liquid deuterium tar-506

get, held inside a thin aluminum cell, followed by an in-507

sertable thin solid foil of C, Al, Fe, or Pb. The solid foil508

was placed 4 cm from the end of the liquid deuterium509

cell, which allowed us to unambiguously identify which510

particles originated from the electron interaction with the511

liquid deuterium and which particles originated from the512

solid target foil. For each event, the measured electron513

and proton vertices along the beam direction were re-514

quired to agree to within 0.8 cm, which corresponds to515

about two standard deviations of the vertex reconstruc-516

tion resolution.517

Event Selection for (e, e′p). We required Q2 >518

1.5 (GeV/c)2 and θpq ≤ 25◦, i.e., that the knocked-out519

proton be detected within a 25◦ cone of the momentum520

transfer vector, ~q [27, 28]. This ensured that the detected521

proton was the one that absorbed the virtual photon. We522

also required 350 ≤ pmiss ≤ 600 MeV/c for the scaling523

studies, but relaxed that requirement when studying the524

transition to scaling.525

Rather than cutting solely on the missing-mass to se-526

lect QE contributions and reject inelastic events, we used527

a loose missing-mass cut and an xB-dependent cut on528

θ~pmiss,~q, the angle between ~pmiss and ~q. The missing529

mass was defined for an electron scattering from a sta-530

tionary two-nucleon pair:531

M2
miss = (ω +md − Ep)2 − |~q − ~pp|2, (1)

where Ep =
√
|~pp|2 +m2 is the proton energy and532

md ≈ 2m is the deuteron mass. In reality, the two-533

nucleon pair has a binding energy E∗ and a non-zero pair534

center-of-mass (CM) momentum ~pCM , which broadened535

the missing mass distribution.536

Extended Data Fig. 1 shows the measured Mmiss (see537

Eq. 1) distribution for 12C(e, e′p) events for different bins538

of xB . There is a peak at the nucleon mass due to539

quasielastic proton knockout and a background at larger540

missing mass due to inelastic scattering from nucleons541

resulting in meson production. Since the minimum pmiss542

increases with xB for xB > 1, at high-xB , where most543

previous measurements were done, only QE events are544

seen. We cut on 0.8 ≤ Mmiss ≤ 1.08 GeV/c2 ≈ m+mπ545

(where mπ is the pion mass), to suppress most inelas-546

tic contributions. However, due to broadening, inelas-547

tic events extend to lower missing mass and cannot be548

cleanly separated by a simple cut on Mmiss. Since the549

functional form of the inelastic background is not known,550

fitting the background would lead to very large uncertain-551

ties.552

Therefore we adopted the method of Ref. [5, 34] and553

used θ~pmiss,~q, the angle between ~pmiss and ~q, to separate554

QE and inelastic events (see Extended Data Fig. 2). In555

non-QE (inelastic) reactions the momentum transferred556

to undetected particles shifts the direction of ~pmiss and557

increases θ~pmiss,~q. In contrast to the missing-mass spec-558

tra, θ~pmiss,~q is well described by a two-Gaussian fit. We559

fit the θ~pmiss,~q distribution with two Gaussians and se-560

lected the cut-off angle between the QE and background561

events as the point where the two Gaussians intersected.562

This suppressed the vast majority of the inelastic events563

while keeping most of the QE events. The contamina-564

tion due to inelastic events (false positives) was partially565

balanced by the loss of elastic events (false negatives).566

In addition, the remaining fractional contribution of the567

inelastic events in the QE region is similar in both the568

heavy nuclei and the deuterium spectra and therefore569

largely cancels in their ratios. As in the Mmiss spectra,570

the inelastic peak decreases rapidly as xB increases above571

1.1.572

The effect of the θ~pmiss,~q cut on the missing mass dis-573

tribution is shown in Extended Data Fig. 1 where the574

dashed histograms show the missing-mass distributions575

separately for events above and below the cut. This cut576

thus identifies the inelastic tail that extends into the QE577

region. The small-θ~pmiss,~q events in the Mmiss distribu-578

tion are well described by a Gaussian. This is an en-579

couraging observation that shows that our procedure re-580

sults in similar performance to those of the traditional581

peak+background fit procedure, but using well defined582
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kinematical cuts that are suitable for QE scattering stud-583

ies, and allow for direct comparison with theoretical cal-584

culations.585

To test our identification of QE SRC breakup events we586

examined the width of the resulting missing-mass peak587

after the θ~pmiss,~q cut. The width of this distribution de-588

pends on the CLAS resolution and on the SRC pair CM589

motion. We subtracted the deuterium missing mass peak590

width (which depends only on the CLAS resolution) from591

that of the heavier nuclei for each xB bin in order to de-592

termine the intrinsic width due to the pair CM motion,593

σAint =
√

(σAexp)
2 − (σdexp)

2, where σexp is the measured594

missing mass distribution width extracted from a Gaus-595

sian fit to the data.596

The resulting xB dependence of σCint (see Extended597

Data Fig. 3) agrees well with a calculation using the598

Generalized Contact Formalism (GCF) [10, 20, 29]599

that assumes electron scattering from nucleons in SRC600

pairs with a realistic Gaussian CM momentum distribu-601

tion [35], as was done in Refs. [28, 30, 31]. The calcu-602

lation accounts for the CLAS detector acceptance and603

resolution and our event selection cuts. The width of604

the CM momentum distributions, σCM , and the excita-605

tion energy of the residual nuclear system after the SRC606

breakup, E∗, were determined from fits to the data. The607

fitted values of σCM (68% and 90% confidence ranges of608

160 − 210 MeV/c and 125 − 220 MeV/c, respectively)609

agree well with previous direct measurements [31, 35].610

While E∗ was not previously measured, the resulting 68%611

and 90% confidence ranges of 20−55 MeV and 0−70 MeV612

are consistent with previous analyses [28]. The sensible613

values of the resulting fit parameters and the agreement614

between the GCF calculation and the data further sup-615

port our interpretation of the data as dominated by scat-616

tering off SRC pairs.617

We varied the θ~pmiss,~q cut to show that our results are618

not sensitive to the specific method of removing the in-619

elastic contributions (see Extended Data Fig. 6). Varying620

the angular cut by ±5◦ and even removing it entirely did621

not significantly change the cross section ratios. This622

shows that the effect of the residual inelastic contribu-623

tions largely cancels in the cross section ratio.624

The systematic uncertainties associated with our event625

selection cuts, including the inelastic suppression cuts,626

are discussed below.627

Cross section extraction. The reported per-nucleon628

cross section ratios were extracted from the measured629

number of (e, e′p) events originating from the solid and630

liquid deuterium targets by normalizing them by the in-631

tegrated measured per-nucleon luminosity, and applying632

corrections for experimental effects such as acceptance633

and electron radiative effects, as well as for nucleon atten-634

uation effects. The general expression for the per-nucleon635

(e, e′p) A/d cross section ratio for a given xB bin is given636

by:637

σA/A

σd/2
(xB) =

Y A(e,e′p)(xB)

Y d(e,e′p)(xB)
×AccA/d(xB)×RCA/d(xB)× Td

TA
,

(2)
where Y A(e,e′p)(xB) and Y d(e,e′p)(xB) are the measured638

number of (e, e′p) events from target A or d, respectively,639

in a given xB bin normalized by luminosity, AccA/d(xB)640

is the relative acceptance of the CLAS detector for (e, e′p)641

events originating from the solid foil target relative to642

those from the liquid deuterium target, RCA/d(xB) is643

the ratio of the nucleus A and d radiative correction fac-644

tors, and TA and Td are transparency factors accounting645

for the attenuation of nucleons as they exit nucleus A or646

nucleus d.647

Deuteron yield. To determine the deuteron event yield,648

Y d(e,e′p)(xB), we separated events originating from inter-649

actions with deuterium nuclei and with the aluminum650

end caps of the target cell. We minimized the end cap651

contributions by only considering events with an interac-652

tion vertex reconstructed to within the central 1 cm of653

the 2-cm liquid target. We then used measurements with654

an empty target cell to estimate the remaining cell wall655

contributions. These contributions were independent of656

xB and less than 2% of the measured event yield. We657

thus reduced the measured yield by 2% and accounted658

for the uncertainty in this subtraction in our systematic659

uncertainties.660

Acceptance Corrections. We corrected the cross section661

ratio for the slightly different experimental acceptances662

for events originating in the 2-cm liquid deuterium tar-663

get and events originating in the solid target foil located664

5-cm downstream from the liquid target center. This665

factor should be small because the target separation is666

much smaller than the distances from the targets to the667

detectors. We estimated this correction factor using a668

Geant simulation of CLAS [32]. We generated separate669

acceptance maps for electrons and for protons originat-670

ing from a solid target or from the liquid target as a671

function of particle momentum and in- and out-of-plane672

scattering angles. We then used the acceptance maps673

to calculate the acceptance probability for each experi-674

mental event as follows. For each event, we rotated the675

entire event (both electron and proton) by a random an-676

gle φ around the beamline and then rotated the proton677

momentum by a random angle φ′ around ~q. We then678

used the acceptance maps to determined the probability679

that the rotated event, which has approximately the same680

cross section as the measured event, would have been681

detected by CLAS. We did this calculation separately682

for events from the liquid and solid targets, accounting683

for the target position when constructing the acceptance684

maps. This procedure was repeated 100 times for each685

event. The acceptance weight for that event equalled686

100 divided by the total probability that each of those687

100 rotated events would have been detected. The aver-688
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age acceptance weight as a function of xB for each target689

is shown in Extended Data Fig. 7(a). We then took the690

ratios between the solid- and liquid target acceptance691

weights to determine AccA/d(xB), the cross section ra-692

tio acceptance-correction factor for each xB-bin (see Ex-693

tended Data Fig. 7). The uncertainties in AccA/d(xB)694

were added in quadrature to the point-to-point statisti-695

cal uncertainties of the data.696

Radiative and Coulomb effects. The radiative correction697

factors were determined by calculating the ratio between698

the Born cross section and the cross section including699

electron-radiative effects. The latter uses the peaking700

approximation [36] as implemented in Ref. [30]. The701

cross sections for the solid targets were calculated us-702

ing the GCF model and the deuteron cross sections were703

calculated with the AV18 momentum distribution, as de-704

scribed below. As part of the modified electron kinemat-705

ics, we also used the Effective Momentum Approxima-706

tion [37] to account for Coulomb effects that accelerate707

the incoming electron and knockout proton and deceler-708

ate the scattered electron by an energy ∆E, see Ref. [30]709

for details. We used ∆E values of 0, 2.9, 5.6, 9.4 and710

20.3 MeV for d, C, Al, Fe and Pb targets, respectively.711

The resulting radiative correction factors, RCA/d(xB),712

are shown in Extended Data Fig. 8.713

Transparency Corrections. After the electron scatters714

from a proton, the proton needs to travel through the715

residual nucleus to be detected. If the proton rescatters716

too much from the other nucleons, then it will fall out-717

side our event acceptance cuts. The probability of the718

proton to be detectable after exiting from the nucleus719

depends on the size of the nucleus. The nuclear trans-720

parency probabilities were calculated within a Glauber721

approximation using an effective scattering cross section.722

The probability that a proton escapes the nucleus with-723

out further interaction is given by:724

TA =
1

A

∫
d3rρ(r) exp

[
−σeff

∫
ρ(z)dz

]
, (3)

where ρ(r) is the nuclear density distribution (assumed725

symmetrical), ρ(z) is the nuclear density along the path726

of the exiting proton, and σeff is the effective nucleon-727

nucleon cross section. For the 1 − 3 GeV/c protons in728

this analysis, σeff = 37±7 mb. This gives nuclear trans-729

parencies TA of 1, 0.53± 0.05, 0.43± 0.05, 0.34± 0.04 and730

0.22± 0.03 for d, C, Al, Fe and Pb, respectively.731

Theoretical cross section calculations. The (e, e′p)732

nucleon-knockout cross section for high-Q2 reactions is733

modeled here using a factorized plane wave impulse ap-734

proximation (PWIA) [38]:735

dσA(e,e′p)

dΩk′dEk′dΩpdEp
= ppEpσepS

N
A (pmiss, Emiss), (4)

where (~k′, Ek′) is the scattered electron four-momentum,
σep is the off-shell electron-nucleon cross section, and

SNA (pmiss, Emiss) is the nuclear spectral function for nu-
cleus A, which defines the probability for finding a nu-
cleon in the nucleus with momentum pmiss and energy
Emiss (in the following for brevity we drop the “miss”
subscript):

SNA (p, E) =
∑
n

|〈ΨA
0 |[|p〉 |ΨA−1

n 〉]|2

× δ(E + EA0 − EA−1n ) . (5)

where |p〉 is the single-nucleon state, |ΨA
0 〉 is the ground736

state of the Hamiltonian with energy E0, whereas |ΨA−1
n 〉737

and EA−1n are the energy eigenstates and eigenvalues738

of the (A − 1)-nucleon system. Note that the single-739

nucleon momentum distribution is recovered by inte-740

grating the spectral function over the removal energy741

nNA (p) =
∫
dESNA (p, E) .742

From the above relations, it is clear the deuterium743

spectral function equals the momentum distribution744

times a delta function in missing energy. To construct745

it, we used the AV18 deuterium momentum distribution746

from Ref. [39].747

For nuclei with A > 2, we considered two models for
spectral function, for the mean-field and for the SRC re-
gion. The mean-field component SMF

N (p, E) corresponds
to restricting the sum of Eq. (5) to the bound A−1 states

SN,MF
A (p, E) =

∑
n

|〈ΨA
0 |[|p〉 ⊗ |ΨA−1

n 〉]|2

× δ
(
E −BA0 +BA−1n − p2

2mA−1
n

)
, (6)

where BA0 and BA−1n are the binding energies of the ini-
tial and the A − 1 remnant nucleus left in a state n
with mass mA−1

n . The p-shell momentum-space overlaps
〈ΨA

0 |[|p〉⊗ |ΨA−1
n 〉 are computed by Fourier transforming

the variational Monte Carlo (VMC) radial overlaps for
the transitions [40]:

12C(0+)→11 B(3/2−) + p
12C(0+)→11 B(1/2−) + p
12C(0+)→11 B(3/2−)∗ + p .

The quenching of the spectroscopic factors (i.e. the de-748

occupancy of shell model orbitals due to many body749

correlations) automatically emerges from the VMC cal-750

culations, as they encompass multi-nucleon correlations751

generated by the highly-realistic AV18 + UX Hamilto-752

nian [41]. This calculation is not available for heavier753

nuclei.754

Computing the s-shell mean-field contribution would755

in principle require evaluating the spectroscopic overlaps756

for the transitions 12C(0+)→11 B(1/2+)∗ + p for all the757

possible excited states of 11B with JP = (1/2+). This758

procedure involves non-trivial difficulties for the VMC759
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method, which is best suited to study ground-state prop-760

erties. To circumvent them, we model the s-wave single-761

particle orbitals using harmonic oscillator and Woods-762

Saxon one-body potentials. We adjust the value of the763

oscillator frequency ~ω and the parameters of the Wood-764

Saxon potential so that the Fourier transform of the765

(quenched) p-wave orbitals reproduce that of the VMC.766

The quenching factor of the s-wave orbital is fixed to767

reproduce the integrated strength of the VMC momen-768

tum distribution up to kF . As an alternative strategy,769

we also calculated the VMC overlap associated with the770

4He(0+)→3H(1/2+) + p transition. Since nuclear corre-771

lation effects are already included in this VMC overlap,772

only minimal changes to the quenching factor are needed773

to reproduce the integral of the momentum distribution774

up to kF . As shown in Extended Data Fig. 9, the VMC775

total momentum distribution agrees well with the ones776

computed by adding the VMC p-wave overlap and the s-777

shell overlap obtained from the harmonic oscillator (HO),778

Wood Saxon (WS) and 4He(0+) →3 H(1/2+) + p calcu-779

lations.780

We constructed the spectral-function energy depen-781

dence using the experimental values for the binding en-782

ergies of the ground state of 12C and for the states783

11B(3/2−), 11B(1/2−), and 11B(3/2−)∗. The energy784

conserving δ-function of Eq. (5) is parametrized using785

a narrow Gaussian distribution whose widths are fixed786

so as to reproduce the missing energy spectra of the787

(e, e′p) data of Ref. [42]. This data set has also been788

used to determine the energy centroid and width for789

the 12C(0+) →11 B(1/2+)∗ + p s-shell transition. Note790

that the mean-field spectral function already accounts for791

the reduced occupancy of mean-field states due to multi-792

nucleon correlations, as the normalization of the spectro-793

scopic overlaps is fixed by VMC calculations. Since the794

integral is fixed, changing the width of the Gaussian dis-795

tributions changes the peak heights in the missing-energy796

spectral function. We varied the widths by 10% to de-797

termine the dependence of the results on the widths. We798

used the cross section variation due to using the different799

s-shell calculations as an uncertainty for the orange band800

in Fig. 3a.801

The SRC spectral functions for C, Al, Fe and Pb were802

modeled using the GCF model [10, 20, 29] following the803

implementation of Ref. [30] with the AV18 two-nucleon804

interaction, using pair CM motion width of 150 ± 20805

MeV/c, and an A − 2 excitation energy of 0 − 30 MeV.806

The contacts (the probability of finding an SRC pair)807

were taken from [10].808

The complete deuterium spectral function was calcu-809

lated exactly using the AV18 nucleon-nucleon interac-810

tion [39].811

The calculated cross sections were integrated over the812

CLAS experimental acceptance, using the same event se-813

lection cuts as the data, and smeared to account for the814

CLAS experimental resolution.815

Systematic Uncertainties. There were several sources816

of systematic uncertainties, including both point-to-point817

and correlated uncertainties.818

Coulomb Correction: There is a 10% uncertainty in the819

Coulomb potential (∆E) used for the Coulomb correc-820

tion described above. Varying ∆E by ±10% changed the821

extracted cross section ratios by a maximum of 3% (for822

lead). We conservatively chose to use 3% as the point-to-823

point systematic uncertainty due to Coulomb correction824

for all targets and all bins.825

Event Selection: We varied each of the event selection826

cuts within reasonable limits (see Extended Data Table827

1) to see the effect of these cuts on the resulting cross sec-828

tion ratios. We repeated the analysis 100 times, choosing829

the value of each selection cut randomly from a Gaus-830

sian distribution centered at the nominal value with a831

width reflecting a reasonable variation of the cut. We832

used the mean and variance in the resulting distribution833

of 100 cross section ratios to define the value of cross834

section ratio and its event selection cut uncertainty, re-835

spectively. These bin-dependent (point-to-point) uncer-836

tainties ranged from 4.5% to 12.5%.837

Inelastic Background Rejection: We varied the θ~pmiss,~q838

cut by ±5◦ to see the effect of the differential inelas-839

tic background on the cross section ratios (see Extended840

Data Fig. 6). We added a point-to-point systematic841

uncertainty equal to the cross section ratio difference be-842

tween the +5◦ and −5◦ cuts divided by
√

12.843

Transparency: The largest normalization systematic un-844

certainty is due to the transparency correction. It is845

driven by the uncertainties in the effective nucleon scat-846

tering cross sections used for the Glauber calculations847

that result in 10% (for carbon) to 15% (for lead) uncer-848

tainties in the ratios of transparencies of the solid target849

nuclei to deuterium, see Ref. [27].850

Combining different deuteron run periods: We measured851

electron scattering from deuterium and from each solid852

target simultaneously. In order to increase the deuterium853

statistics, we combined the deuterium data from all of854

the solid target runs. This reduced the statistical uncer-855

tainty of the cross section ratios but introduced a system-856

atic uncertainty due to the stability of the beam charge857

measurement that does not fully cancel in the A/d cross858

section ratio. This uncertainty was estimated as half of859

the difference between the total averaged and the individ-860

ual deuteron normalized yields. The maximum difference861

was 1.5%, which we used as a normalization systematic862

uncertainty.863

Inclusive Scaling Measurements. Previous scaling864

studies identified scattering from high-momentum nucle-865

ons by measuring the inclusive (e, e′) reactions at large866

Q2 and xB . For a given xB and Q2, there is a minimum867

nucleon momentum for absorbing the virtual photon.868

This minimum momentum increases with xB . It also869

depends on whether the missing momentum is carried by870
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one other nucleon (for scattering from the deuteron or871

from a nucleon in an SRC pair) or by the other A − 1872

nucleons of the residual nucleus (for scattering from a873

mean-field nucleon) [24].874

For Q2 ≥ 1.5 GeV/c2, the cross section ratio of nuclei875

to deuterium is independent of xB for 1.5 ≤ xB ≤ 1.9 [15,876

17, 24–26], a phenomena we call scaling (see Figs. 2 and877

1). The value of the cross section ratio in the scaling878

region is interpreted as a measure of the relative number879

of nucleons in SRC pairs in the measured nuclei. These880

inclusive studies also determined the onset of scaling to881

be 275±25 MeV/c [15] from xB = 1.5±0.05 at Q2 = 1.4882

GeV2, where scaling starts. This is somewhat larger than883

the Carbon Fermi momentum and consistent with our884

results.885

However, recent studies [43] show that the relation be-886

tween Q2, xB , and the minimal initial nucleon momen-887

tum also depends on the detailed characteristics of SRC888

pairs, such as their center-of-mass (CM) motion and the889

excitation energy of the residual nuclear system. This890

prevents a precise determination of the SRC scaling on-891

set from the high-xB (e, e′) scaling measurements.892

In contrast, the (e, e′p) reaction used in this paper is893

insensitive to such model details since detecting the pro-894

ton allows us to directly determine ~pmiss for each event,895

thereby enabling a complementary and precise determi-896

nation of the SRC scaling onset.897
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Extended Data Table I. Event selection cut ranges

Cut Type Nominal Value 1σ
pmiss minimum [GeV/c] 0.3 0.015
pmiss maximum [GeV/c] 0.6 0.015
Mmiss minimum [GeV/c2] 0.8 0.05
Mmiss maximum [GeV/c2] 1.08 0.05
θpq 25◦ 0.5◦

Q2 [(GeV/c)2] 1.5 0.01

Extended Data898
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Extended Data Fig. 1. | Missing Mass distributions. Number of events plotted vs. Mmiss for the (e, e′p) reaction for
different bins of xB for D (top), C (middle left), Al (middle right), Fe (bottom left), and Pb (bottom right). The data were
cut on Q2 ≥ 1.5 GeV2, θpq ≤ 25◦, and 350 ≤ pmiss ≤ 600 MeV/c. The black histogram represents all events. The blue dashed
histogram shows the data cut on θ~pmiss,~q, the opening angle between the missing momentum ~pmiss and the virtual photon ~q,
as determined in Extended Data Fig. 2. The red dashed histogram shows the events failing the θ~pmiss,~q cut. The thin solid
blue line shows the Gaussian fit to the blue dashed histogram.
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Extended Data Fig. 2. | Opening angle between the missing momentum and the virtual photon. The number
of (e, e′p) events plotted vs. θ~pmiss,~q, the opening angle between ~pmiss and ~q, for different bins in xB for D (top), C (middle
left), Al (middle right), Fe (bottom left) and Pb (bottom right). The data were cut on Q2 ≥ 1.5 GeV2, θpq ≤ 25◦, and
350 ≤ pmiss ≤ 600 MeV/c. The black histogram shows all events, the blue dot-dashed curve and the magenta dotted curves
show the Gaussian fits to the two peaks and the total is shown by the solid red line. The intersection of the two Gaussians is
used as the angular cut for the dashed histograms in Extended Data Fig. 1. At xB ≥ 1.4 only one Gaussian is fit to the data
because the inelastic contribution is negligible.
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Extended Data Fig. 3. | SRC pair characteristics from (e, e′p) missing mass. The intrinsic width of the 12C missing
mass (Mmiss) distribution, plotted vs xB . Black points show the data. The red curve and uncertainty band shows an SRC
based Generalized Contact Formalism (GCF) calculation [10, 30]. The two main model parameters of the calculation, namely
SRC pair CM momentum distribution width σCM and the residual A−2 system excitation energy E∗, are fit to the data. Data
error bars and calculation error band show the total uncertainty (statistical + systematical) at the 1σ or 68% confidence level.
Inset: The resulting confidence intervals of the correlation between the fitted values of σCM and E∗. The inner region (red)
shows the 1σ (68%) confidence region with each region increasing the confidence by an additional 1σ. The observed agreement
between the data and GCF calculation, and the agreement of the fitted model parameters with previous extractions, show the
measured (e, e′p) events are consistent with resulting from the hard breakup of SRC pairs.
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Extended Data Fig. 4. | Scaling development in nuclei-to-deuterium (e, e′p) cross section ratios. The per-nucleon
cross section ratios for Al, Fe, and Pb to deuterium as a function of xB . Full symbols with different colors stand for different
lower limits of the missing momentum integration. The upper missing momentum limit is fixed at 600 MeV/c. The colored
bands mark the statistical plus point-to-point systematical uncertainty of the data at the ±1σ or 68% confidence level. Overall
systematic uncertainties of 10% (C) to 15% (Pb) are not shown. Open squares are the previously measured inclusive (e, e′) per
nucleon cross section ratios of Ref. [26]. The horizontal line shows the average (e, e′) cross section ratio for 1.45 ≤ xB ≤ 1.8 [26].
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Extended Data Fig. 5. | Missing momentum scaling. The per nucleon (e, e′p) cross section ratios for Al (left), Fe
(middle), and Pb (right) over deuterium as a function of pmiss, integrated over 0.7 ≤ xB ≤ 1.8. The filled blue circles show the
data. Data error bars show their uncertainties (statistical plus point-to-point systematical) at the 1σ or 68% confidence level.
Overall systematic uncertainty of 10% (C) to 15% (Pb) are not shown.
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Extended Data Fig. 6. | Angle cut sensitivity. Measured per-nucleon cross section ratios for carbon to deuterium with
different cuts on θ~pmiss,~q. The black points correspond to the nominal cut values, the green and orange lines show the effect of
increasing or decreasing the cut by 5◦, respectively, and the blue line shows the effect of not applying any θ~pmiss,~q cut.
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Extended Data Fig. 7. | Acceptance correction. (left) The average acceptance weight for (e, e′p) events from the solid
(blue histogram) and deuterium (red histogram) targets as a function of xB and (right) the acceptance correction factors for
the cross section ratios, i.e., the ratio of deuterium- to solid-target acceptance-correction weights, as a function of xB . The
points show the data and the error bars show the 1σ or 68% confidence limits. The red line shows a constant fit to the data.
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Extended Data Fig. 8. | Radiative and coulomb corrections. The combined radiative and Coulomb corrections,
RCA/d(xB), for (e, e′p) events for nucleus A relative to the deuteron for (a) carbon, (b) aluminum, (c) iron, and (d) lead. The
points show the correction factors and the error bars show the 1σ or 68% confidence limits.
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Extended Data Fig. 9. | Calculated nucleon momentum distributions in 12C. The filled blue circles represent the
total momentum distribution n(k) of 12C computed within the VMC method. The solid orange line shows the sum of the p-wave
overlaps between the 12C and 11B+p VMC wave functions. The momentum distributions obtained by adding to the p-wave
overlaps the different prescription for the s-wave contribution are displayed by the green dashed line (harmonic oscillator),
dotted red line (Wood-Saxon) and dash-dotted purple line (s-wave overlaps between 4He and the 3H+p VMC wave functions).
The high-momentum contributions of long- and short-range correlations are not visible on this linear scale.
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